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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 8
by Sam McBratney

 Continuing this term’s theme of ‘things that grow’, this week Libby and Michael will be   

 exploring the concept of elasticity.  

Poem

      Me Inside My Skin

     I’d like to be made of chewing-gum,

     And stretch as far as I could -

     But what if I got stuck away up there,

     And was ten feet tall for good?

     I’d like to be a rubber balloon,

     And see things from the top -

     But what if I met with a drawing pin,

     And burst with an awful pop?

     I’d like to be made of iron bars,

     And laugh at the hardest punch

     But what would I do at half-past twelve?

     Would there be nails and screws for lunch?

     If I could be a sheet of paper,

     I’d be long and white and thin;

     But if they made me into a paper dart -

     Would I end up in the bin?

     I’d like to be a piece of polished wood,

     Which people could admire;-

     But what if they chopped me up for sticks

     And put me on the fi re?

     I’d like to be made of window glass,

     But oh, how I would ache

     If someone hit me with their ball,

     For windows sometimes break.

     Maybe I’d best stay as I am,

     Breathing out and in.

     Yes.  I think I’ll just stay fl esh and bone,

     Me inside my skin.

         Sam McBratney

11 March
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Does it Stretch? One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003

Story

 “John, where did you get those berries?” Alison asked him.

 “Off a tree,” said John.  “I can stretch up high and get things.  I’m made of

   chewing gum.”

 “You are not made of chewing gum,” said Jenny.

 “How did I get the berries, then? I can stretch and stretch and stretch….”

Song

      Make a Face      

                         George Dewey
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Chorus   If you want to be happy

    And have a happy day,

    And spread a bit of joy around

    Then there is just one way:

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as happy as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make happy faces)

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as scary as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make scary faces)

    Make a face,

    Make a face,

    Make it as silly as you can

    And make a face.

    (Play the chorus and make silly faces)

       George Dewey

 words for discussion:- stretch; elastic; berry; chestnut.

After the programme

-   Discover which materials round the classroom and home stretch.  (Many children confuse

    this with bending).  Experiments could include:

• The tights, as mentioned in the programme.  (Bring in an old pair!)

• Blowing bubbles.  You can even make water stretch!

• Balloons, tyres, footballs.

• The body.  Does skin stretch?

• Clothing.  Does your jumper stretch when you put it on?  Elasticated waistbands.

• Things that don’t stretch.  Pencil, paper.  These break or tear.

• Plastic.  Interesting to investigate with older children whether this will stretch more easily when it is 

warm.

-   Make a collection of stretchable materials, e.g. different-sized rubber bands, balloons,

    elastic, plasticine, play dough, corrugated cardboard.  Sort into order according to their 

    elasticity.  Which materials stretch the most, and how can you make the test fair?  

   (Same starting length).

-   Make a display of pictures of various people and animals in different postures, e.g.

    gymnasts rolling and jumping, divers leaving the springboard, cats curled up or stretching.

-   PE exercise, involving games about who can stretch the tallest, who can curl up the 

    smallest.

-   Movement to music including curling and stretching your trunk like an elephant or coiling

    and stretching like a snake.
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-   Use language of comparison e.g. longer than, tall, tallest, wider, shorter etc.

-   Make curling paper springs to hang up as mobiles.

Story Comprehension

• What did John say he was made of?  (chewing gum)  

• Talk about some of the things John and Mark said they could do. (reach berries off a tree;  put on 

the bedroom light without getting out of bed; look down chimney pots; stretch their necks like a 

giraffe and look round corners etc.)

• What did the girls Jenny and Allison say they could do? (fl y)

• Why did their teacher Miss Brown take the class outside? (to collect chestnuts for the nature table)

• What did the children do when they got back to the classroom? (draw pictures)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science
Materials:    Pupils should have opportunities to: work with a range

     of everyday materials in a variety of activities;

     sort a range of everyday objects into groups 

     according to the materials from which they are made;

     explore the properties of materials including shape, 

     texture and behaviour.

English
Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar

     stories or other simple texts with the teacher, using

     drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive 

     features.

PE
Gymnastics:   Pupils should have opportunities to: explore a range of

     movement skills; develop body awareness through 

     movement variations.

Music
Listening and Reading:  Pupils should have opportunities to respond to rhymes

     and songs by using appropriate actions, movement or 

     gesture.
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Cross-Curricular Links

Does it Stretch? One Potato, TwoPotato Spring 2003

ART

- collage

- mobiles

ENGLISH

- discussion

- comprehension

SCIENCE

- elasticity

PE

- stretching games

and exercises

Programme 8: Does It Stretch?

MUSIC

- actions to songs


